MID transmits and distributes electricity over more than 1,800 miles of power lines throughout its service
area, providing power to the communities of Modesto, Waterford, Salida, Mountain House and parts of Ripon,
Escalon, Oakdale and Riverbank. This issue of Currents examines where MID gets its power.
Q. Where does MID’s power come from?
A. MID relies on a diverse, balanced power resource mix to meet our customer
needs. We generate some electricity at our own power plants (some are owned in
partnership with other public power utilities). We also buy power from others
under long-term and short-term contracts in the energy marketplace.
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Q. MID first began providing electrical service in 1923. How has MID’s
power mix changed over the years?
A. MID initially served customers’ power needs solely through Don Pedro
hydroelectric power. As our communities grew through the years, MID incrementally added new resources. In 2003, MID relied on just two gas-fired power
generation plants each consisting of two units, Don Pedro hydroelectric power and
purchases on the open market. Since that time, MID has built one more gas-fired
plant including two units; built an efficient, fast-starting reciprocating engine
plant; along with other public utilities, built a large efficient gas-fired plant; and
invested in more green, renewable energy sources. Total MID-owned local
generation accounts for approximately 30% of MID’s energy needs.

Q. Why is a diverse mix of power resources important?
A. A diverse mix of power resources provides the best insurance for MID customers
against all kinds of risks – marketplace, legislative, regulatory, technological and
weather and climate related. MID’s electric resources include power plants in
different geographic locations and plants that use different kinds of fuel. When
MID buys power from others, we do business with carefully screened companies.
Our purchased power contracts are structured so they don’t all expire at the same
time.
Q. Are there mandated standards that MID must meet for renewable energy?
A. In 2010, the state legislature adopted a Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS),
requiring that one-third of all electricity sold in California in 2020 come from clean,
green sources of energy. Subsequently, in 2015, the legislature adopted a more
aggressive target of 50% green energy by 2030. MID is well positioned to meet the
2020 RPS target in a cost effective manner and recently executed two solar
contracts to make progress toward meeting the 2030 RPS target.
Q. What is MID’s renewable energy mix?
A. MID’s Renewable Portfolio is currently at 20%. The majority of this renewable
energy is from wind power contracts in California, Oregon and Washington.
Approximately 2% of MID’s renewable energy is solar power purchased locally from
the McHenry Solar Project. Renewable resources are part of a diverse and balanced
mix of electric resources.
Q. Is it true that Don Pedro’s hydroelectric power cannot be counted as
renewable energy?
A. Yes, even through hydroelectric power is a clean, sustainable resource, the
California Legislature and California Energy Commission say that energy from
hydroelectric plants of over 30 megawatts, such as Don Pedro, cannot be counted
as green energy. If it were to be counted as part of MID’s renewable power mix, in
an average water year, Don Pedro would increase MID’s green energy mix by
approximately 8%. In a dry year, Don Pedro would add approximately 4%.
Q. Is MID meeting its customers’ power needs?
A. Yes, MID is providing reliable electric service to approximately 101,000
residential customers and more than 10,000 commercial customers. We anticipate
moderate growth over the next couple of years. MID has the necessary resources in
place to meet these needs, and those of the near future, as we continue to safely
and reliably serve power to our communities.
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